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Minutes of the Meeting of the
Community & Environment Committee
Council Chamber, Bollington Town Hall
At 7.00pm on Tuesday 13th October 2021
Those Present:
Members with voting rights:
Town Mayor; Cllr Johanna Maitland (JM)
Cllrs: Ken Edwards (KE), Roland Edwards (RE), James Nicholas (JN) and Sara
Knowles (SK).
Town Clerk: Julie Mason
Chair: Cllr Johanna Maitland
Public: Two members of the public including Cllr J Snowball.
There was a member of the public present to ask for support when community
nurses visited private residents and had issues with yellow no parking lines and the
inability to park their vehicles then having to walk long distances with equipment. He
felt they had done so much through the pandemic and now it was time they were
supported more and if the weather was poor, it added pressure to their role. He felt
that BTC could try and sort some sort of passes with their logo for the nurses to
allow a short time frame to park and assist their patients.
Cllr J Snowball gave an update on the sewage entering the River Dean, the visit
from the Environment Agency and the actions now being undertaken from United
Utilities to resolve the issues
To receive and approve apologies for absence: Cllr Mark Fern due to a sailing
commitment.
To receive any Declarations of Interest: None declared
CE 59/21 To receive and confirm the minutes of the Community Services &
Environment Committee meeting held 14th September 2021.
The Committee RESOLVED to approve the minutes as a correct record.
CE 60/21 To receive updates from the minutes.
No updates.
CE 61/21 To discuss actions for car parking support for NHS workers to visit
private residents
The members discussed the options available and agreed although BTC had no
powers to instruct such passes there needed some research conducted into if there
were passes available and under what rulings for nurses in the community. Cllr SK
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had been approached by the resident initially before the meeting and explained that
maybe nurses could coordinate visits with other houses who had access to parking.
Cllr KE asked if the doctor’s surgery could be approached for the residents affected
but it was agreed this would be a breach of GDPR governance.
It was agreed Cllr SK would conduct some research and this item would be placed
back on the next agenda.
CE 61/21 To agree budget headings from this committee for 2022/23
War Memorial Gardens
The Clerk and Cllr KE had met with Ms Ruth Morgan from ANSA to discuss the
improvement of the War Memorial gardens. She had agreed to grass over some
beds and make two larger beds at the side but leave the ones behind the Sensory
Garden and to continue the annual bedding planting by the memorial.
P & T Committee had approved £600 from the Section 106 monies.
Resolved £400 would be allocated from the horticulture budget for 2021/22 to assist
ANSA with the planting.
The committee debated budget headings for next year.
Resolved the following request would be put forward
£10,000 Horticulture budget to achieve improve planting throughout the town
£2,000 Queen’s Jubilee celebration and to note no road closures for this event
£5,000 for automatic closing locks on public toilets
£3,600 for cleaning the public toilets annually.
To retain the same budget figures for Christmas Events and lights as 2021/22 and
ring fence monies not spent as no motifs had been added the time and it seems
feasible the tree invoice would not be paid until the next financial year, and this was
to include a £1,000 road closure budget at Christmas.
The requirement for a community assets budget was discussed to action
improvements in the town. Cllr KE wished Greggs Fountain to have work conducted
on the damage with had happened over time to the stone and wording.
Resolved before money could be allocated in the budget the Clerk was asked to
gain a quote.
He also thought the bench on Grimshaw Lane should be addressed.
CE 62/21 To receive the minutes from the Events Working Group held on 2nd
September 2021 and to resolve to accept the recommendations.
Cllr KE reported the success of the mayors Boundary Walk and how impressed he
was there was a new gate at Mount Farm which improved access. The Queen’s
Jubilee celebrations were discussed, and it agree the plans suggested were
acceptable.
CE 63/21 To receive the minutes from Bollington 2030 on Wednesday 8th
September 2021.
Cllr RE reported on the meeting. The questionnaire was being revisited.
CE 64/21 To receive the minutes from Business, Economy & Tourism on 16th
September 2021.
Cllr SK reported on the meeting. Cllr KE and Cllr J Stewart were contacting the
larger businesses in the town and were in the process of drafting a letter.
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CE 65/21 To receive an update on the Community Resilience Plan
Cllr SK reported that the plan was almost completed. She wished to hold another
meeting before the next C & E committee meeting and it could then be approved and
be placed in the public domain.
Cllr SK, Cllr KE and Cllr J Snowball had met with the Environment Agency on the
24th of September. There was a lack of a flood warning system in the town, and they
were trying to gain more information. Langley was higher on the water course from
Bollington and Prestbury was below and there were warnings when the River Bollin
was high but not the River Dean. This led to less flood alerts and it was only done
with human interaction by watching the levels when the weather was poor. The EA
has no conclusive drainage information on culverts as many went under private
properties and it was the landowner’s responsibility to be aware of such maps. This
led to no solution on the mapping in the town of the drainage system. Cllr SK had
drafted a link to put on Facebook and on the website. It was agreed by the
committee and would be undated this week.
CE 66/21 To receive a written report on the Fire Service and make
recommendations.
Resolved the report was discussed and accepted by the committee
It was noted by Cllr SK there had been a very bad car fire on the outskirts of
Macclesfield and an individual had risked his life saving the person. She wished to
nominate him for an award and asked the Clerk to gain more details.
CE 67/21 To accept the report submitted from the PCSO on Police, Crime and
Disorder
Resolved the report was discussed and accepted by the committee.
CE 68/21 To discuss the Civic Gardens
The Clerk had met with two contractors, one had declined to quote, and it was not
suitable for machines, and it was a more labor-intensive project. The other company
had quoted £1,600.00 plus VAT.
Resolved the Clerk would gain one more quote and it would be deferred until the
next meeting.
CE 69/21 To approve a budget for the Christmas Light Switch on Event on 28th
November
There had been a quote for £3,920.00 plus VAT to light the Recreational Ground for
Christmas which included lighting the beech tree and the pavilion for the month of
December and technical support on the night.
Cllr RE indicated the Bollington Beer Festival would donate £1,000 and Bollington
Festival would donate £1,000.
Resolved the Council would approve the payment subject to the two donations.
It was noted this was within the budget.
CE 70/21 To discuss the proposed sites for bulb planting.
The Mayor and Cllr JN discussed the agreed sites for planting the bulbs in October/
November.
CE 71/21 To discuss the installation of flood lights at the Skate Park following
a resident’s request
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The Committee felt this was an excellent idea and wished to support subject to
funding and budget allocation. Cllr RE had done some valuable research and when
shared with the committee it was agreed there may be a possibility of installing
lights.
Resolved Cllr RE, Cllr JN and the Clerk would obtain quotes by the next meeting.
CE 72/21 To receive an update on the defibrillators in the Town
The Clerk had met with the First Responder and the defibrillators were being
checked by himself across the town and they were saving for a new one outside the
library.
The mobile one which was used for public events by the Town Council needed new
pads and a new battery. These had been ordered and these would be in place by
Remembrance Sunday to allow the defibrillator to utilised if necessary.
CE 73/21 It was noted the next meeting would be held at the Town Hall on the
09/11/21 @ 7pm.

The meeting closed at 9.15 pm
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Minutes of the Events Working Group
1 November 2021 at 10am
Town Hall, Council Chamber
Councillors Present: Cllr. Johanna Maitland (Town Mayor), Cllr. Judy Snowball, Cllr.
Angela Williams
Non-Voting Members:

Cllr. Mark Fearn

Officers Present: Events & Mayoral Officer, Emma Bambrook
Chair: Cllr. Johanna Maitland
1. Apologies for absence: None
2. Declarations of interest: None
3. The meeting held on 21/09/21 was not quorate and therefore the minutes of
the meeting were noted, and it was agreed to ratify the recommendation made
in agenda item 9, to request a budget of £2000 for the Queen’s Platinum
Jubilee at the appropriate point on the agenda.
4. Matters arising from the minutes: Any matters arising appear as items on the
agenda.
5. The Mayor’s Boundary Walk – Review: There was a turnout of approximately 27,
which included walkers from outside of the area. The weather was good and the
use of The Windmill Inn for a lunch stop was very welcome. The Mayor asked the
Events Officer to write to the landlord of The Windmill to thank him.
6. To provide an update on planning for Remembrance Sunday (14/11/21) and
Armistice Day (11/11/21): Cllr. Mark Fearn updated the group on preparations for
both events. In terms of Remembrance Sunday, he confirmed that he has
recruited 6 marshals who will attend the Town Hall on the morning for a briefing
with the Town Warden and to receive hi-viz vests and radios. There will be 3
Parade Marshals. Cllr. Fearn will speak to the previous Parade Marshal to discuss
precise arrangements for taking the salute.
The Events Officer confirmed that the service sheets have been printed and will
need to be taken to the Memorial Gardens and be passed out as people arrive. It
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was agreed that this could be done, at least at first, by those collecting for the
Poppy Appeal. The Mayor was informed that the Council wreath is ready and that
the Town Clerk will bring it to the recreation Ground. The power for the PA system
has also been arranged with Canalside.
Refreshments will be served in the Civic Hall afterwards. Tea and coffee will be
served as well as port which Cllr. Fearn is going to provide. The Events Officer will
serve tea and coffee from the kitchen (including milk and sugar so that the number
of touch points is kept to a minimum), port will be pre-poured and available on the
bar and individually wrapped biscuits will also be available.
Cllr. Fearn has ordered a wreath for Armistice Day and the Mayor will attend the
Memorial Gardens with the Town Clerk for 10.45am on 11th November.
Arrangements will be kept under review and will progress in line with advice from
Cheshire East Council.
7. To provide an update on the progress of planning for Christmas Events:
a) Christmas Lights Switch On, Bollington Recreation Ground (28/11/21):
A meeting is planned for 5th November with those involved in the Switch On
to discuss the programme for the day following which there can be a push
on advertising.
b) Carols Around the Tree, Town Hall (24/12/21): Planning is in progress. A
traffic management company has been engaged but marshals will still be
required for safety purposes. Cllr. Fearn agreed to recruit some marshals
and also offered to assist with first aid. In addition, the Events Officer had
sourced 3 quotes for provision of first aid for the event and it was agreed to
engage the services of St. John’s Ambulance at £115.20.
Arrangements will be kept under review and will progress in line with advice from
Cheshire East Council.
8. To discuss requirements or the Town Assembly (08/03/22): The Civic Hall has
already been booked and arrangements for serving refreshments can be made if
required.
9. To decide upon a date and requirements for the Mayor’s Civic Dinner: It was
agreed that the Events Officer would arrange for a meeting between herself, the
Mayor and Hollin Hall to discuss this event.
10. To provide an update on plans to celebrate the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee:
The Working Group agreed to ratify the recommendation made at the meeting on
21/09/21 which was as follows:
The Working Group RESOLVED to request that a budget of £2000 is made
available in 2022/23 to cover the cost of marking the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
This will include, but isn’t limited to, the cost of advertising the various events,
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decorations, supporting an event in the Recreation Ground (The Big Jubilee
Lunch), Jubilee themed scarecrow competition and beacon lighting.
The Events Officer confirmed that Rainow PC would like to be involved in the
beacon lighting.
11. To discuss whether there is a need to organise the Beautiful Bollington
Garden Competition in 2022 due to other events returning to the calendar e.g.
Open Gardens 16th – 17th July, Well Dressing Festival 2nd – 10th July, Kerridge
Parade & Service 10th July, Bridgend Centre Nostalgia Hill race 10th July: It
was agreed that in light of the above information the Town Council would not
organise The Beautiful Bollington Garden Competition as had originally been
planned.
12. Items for next agenda: No additional items were requested.
13. Date of next meeting: Monday 20th December 2021 at 10am in the Council
Chamber.
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Ultimately our IRMP and this annual plan which sits
under it will enable us to deliver on our vision to
save lives, change lives and protect lives.
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Foreword
In July 2020, Cheshire Fire Authority approved and published its four year
Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP), which outlines the key fire and
rescue risks facing Cheshire and details how the Authority plans to address
these risks and improve Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service to ensure it
continues to deliver an exceptional service to the communities we serve.

Councillor Bob Rudd
Chair,
Cheshire Fire Authority

This draft annual action plan marks the mid-point of the IRMP cycle and an
opportune point in time to reflect on our progress to date and appraise our
future direction in light of the changes we have experienced over the past 18
months.
Clearly, the world in which we live in has witnessed fundamental change as
a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. We are proud and thankful of our staff
for rising to the challenge to support our community when it needed them
most. The work they have undertaken is provided in more detail further in this
document. Despite Covid, we have continued to progress and implement our
plans in many areas.

Mark Cashin
Chief Fire Officer
and Chief Executive
Cheshire Fire and
Rescue Service

There are, of course, other risks and challenges we need to meet such as the
climate emergency, inequality and deprivation within our society and facing
an ageing population. Many of these risks have a direct impact on your fire and
rescue service and equally, we can have a significant part to play in addressing
them.
Our IRMP, which is available on our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk, outlines
these risks in more detail and our plans to make Cheshire a safer place to live
and work. Ultimately our IRMP and this annual plan which sits under it will
enable us to deliver on our vision to save lives, change lives and protect lives.
We will be engaging with residents and seeking your views as we produce this
annual action plan and begin work on developing our next IRMP to take us
beyond 2024. Further details on how you can get involved are at the back of
this document. We look forward to hearing your views.
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Covid-19
The emergence of the Covid-19 Pandemic saw a significant change
in the way that Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service operated in order
to keep our staff safe, minimise the risk of infection and help our
community.
We have undertaken a huge amount of work in supporting our
partner agencies to help our communities stay safe during the
pandemic. This has included a wide range of activities to support both
residents and our front-line colleagues, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Providing over 80,000 Covid vaccines across Cheshire to date.
Delivering prescription medicines to vulnerable residents.
Using our FireBikes to help transport vital blood and tissue
samples.
Transporting food parcels to help those in need.
Supporting the mass distribution of personal protection
equipment to health and care colleagues.
Helping our local authority partners identify extremely vulnerable
people so that necessary support could be put in place.

We also introduced significant changes to how we operate as a
Service. We introduced changes to many aspects of day-to-day
working practices to comply with Government guidance and
minimise the risk of infection to our staff, their families and the wider
community.
Staff engagement and welfare has sat at the heart of our decision
making and changes introduced through the Pandemic. We brought
together working groups of staff to help the formulation of changes
to our working procedures, sought feedback through a dedicated
staff survey, online forum and via virtual meetings, and launched
specific guidance to support our staff and those managing them. The
Pandemic also saw the launch of a staff-led wellbeing community,
which goes from strength to strength.
As we move out of the Pandemic and return to a more normal way
of working, we will review our activities to take account our learning
during the Pandemic. Already this has resulted in the introduction
of an agile working policy, enabling staff to choose to undertake
more remote and home working where they are able to. However,
there is wider learning that we will look to incorporate in areas
such as training, staff engagement and our prevention work in the
community.
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Our
The progress
county of Cheshire
Prevention

Since approving the
2020-2024 IRMP, the
Authority has been hard
Through the Pandemic, much of our community facing
at workStart
implementing
prevention work had to be suspended. This included much of
para here
the Plan. Although the
our safe and well activity (except for referrals from partners
Cheshire is
administered
by and
four high-risk
unitary authorities
– Cheshire
West and
Chester Council,
Covid pandemic
has
had
individuals)
and our youth
engagement
work.
Cheshire
Eastwork
Council, Halton
Borough
Council
and
Warrington
Borough
Council.
The
a significant
impact,
However, our prevention staff have been at the heart of our
county isinserved
Constabulary,
Fire support
and Rescue
and NorthThey
West
has progressed
many by CheshireCovid
responseCheshire
in providing
intoService
the community.
areas. Ambulance Service.
have been involved in a wide range of activities, highlights
of which are provided on the previous page and in the
• Cheshire
Since publication
of West and Chester covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
ThisThe
support
hasMersey
been invaluable
combining leisure, infographic
tourism andbelow.
business.
Dee and
estuaries to
lieboth
the IRMP inarea,
July 2020,
local
residents
and
our
partner
agencies.
within
the Authority
has the borough and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
conservation
buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
either completed
or is areas, listed
As we move out of the Pandemic, we have begun to resume
use
for
commuter
journeys
across the area. There are considerable mineral resources
progressing in many areas,
the delivery of our Safe and well programme and our range
and,
in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
which will be
explained
of youth engagement activities. We will take into account
and construction industry.
through thisindustry
next section.
the learning from the Pandemic and explore how we can
• Cheshire East is a large borough
with adata
strong
heritage.
Industries
include
use additional
weindustrial
have accessed
to further
refine
our
railway, silk and salt which
has resulted
in a distinctive
landscape.
targeting
of activity,
ultimatelyphysical
helpingand
keepcultural
more vulnerable
There are historic marketpeople
townssafe.
and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Our
The progress
county of Cheshire
Protection
Keeping Non-Domestic Properties Safe
Start para here

The Authority has legal responsibilities
to enforceisfire
safety legislation
in unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
Cheshire
administered
by four
non-domestic
uses aBorough
Risk
Cheshire
Eastpremises.
Council, ItHalton
Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
Based Inspection
(RBIP)
to
county
is servedProgramme
by Cheshire
Constabulary,
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
prioritise
its
audit
and
inspection
work
Ambulance Service.
towards the premises which present the
risk to life
in the
of fire.
Its a large geographic and demographically diverse
•highest
Cheshire
West
andevent
Chester
covers
RBIParea,
is developed
in line
with national
combining
leisure,
tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
guidance
and
using
local intelligence.
within
the
borough
and there isA a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
review of the RBIP has been carried out
conservation areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
which has further refined how risks are
use for commuter journeys across the area. There are considerable mineral resources
prioritised, to make the programme of
and,under
in particular,
salt and
sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
activity
the RBIP more
effective
industry
and
construction
industry.
and efficient. Inspecting officers have
also
been upskilled
• Cheshire
East to
is enable
a largemore
borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
inspections
of
the
highest
risk premises.
railway, silk and salt which
has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
Over the coming year the outcomes of
There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
this review will be implemented.

heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
Improving
Safety In HMOs
and outflows of commuters.
Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) are properties where 3 or more tenants are living in them as
more than one household, but share common facilities such as a kitchen or bathroom. For example,
this could be a house converted into separate flats or a house share. HMOs present particular fire
safety risks as they contain more than one household and in some cases it is not readily apparent
that a property is a HMO, especially smaller HMOs which may not require a license from the local
council to operate. In the event of a fire in such a property, firefighters are placed at greater risk as
they need to quickly adapt plans and procedures to deal with the fact that the property is a HMO
and not a standard single household premise.
The Authority has been working with the housing departments in each of Cheshire’s four local
authority areas to develop a memorandum of understanding (MOU). This MOU includes agreeing
a joint inspection approach for a number of HMO premises each year. The Authority is now also
sharing risk information with local partners and jointly badged information has been produced to
distribute to HMO owners and operators.
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Our
The progress
county of Cheshire
Protecting Our Heritage
Cheshire contains a wealth of heritage premises. These are key elements of our cultural identity
and local economy, but could be lost or irreparably damaged in the event of fire. The Authority
Start
para here
has recruited
a dedicated officer to coordinate its approach to managing heritage risks. The role
involves completing fire safety audits in heritage premises and providing detailed technical advice,
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
guidance and support on the relevant statutory and regulatory requirements and standards in
Cheshire
East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
order to minimise fire risks and hazards in high risk and heritage buildings.

county is served by Cheshire Constabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
Ambulance
Service.
Over
the coming
years the role will aim to develop effective partnerships with other regulators,
stakeholders, partners and businesses to formulate and implement effective heritage protection
•and Cheshire
and Chester
covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
preventionWest
initiatives
and activities.

area, combining leisure, tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
within the borough and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
Promoting
the use of Sprinklers
conservation areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
use for commuter
the of
area.
There are
considerable
mineral
resources
The Authority
is a strongjourneys
advocate across
for the use
sprinklers.
In the
event of a fire,
they can
play a
crucial
role
in
minimising
loss
and
damage.
This
can
mean
the
difference
between
a
fire
that
and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemicalcould
damage
a single
room
in a property
with sprinklers, to much more significant damage in a property
industry
and
construction
industry.
without sprinklers, meaning the loss of treasured possessions and placing people at higher risk of
•death
Cheshire
is case
a large
a strong
include
or injury.East
In the
of aborough
business, with
sprinklers
couldindustrial
mean theheritage.
differenceIndustries
between some
short
silkorand
whichloss
hasofresulted
in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
termrailway,
disruption
thesalt
complete
a company.

There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,

The Authority
also believes
sprinklers
are crucially
buildings
fire has
the
heritage and
cultural that
assets.
An above
Englandimportant
average in
number
of where
peoplea are
employed
potential
to
lead
to
a
significant
loss
of
life,
such
as
in
schools
or
high-rise
residential
premises.
For in
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant
several
years
the
Authority
has
worked
with
housing
providers
to
encourage
and
part-fund
the
and outflows of commuters.
take up of sprinkler systems in high-rise properties within Cheshire. To date it has worked to install
systems in 17 of Cheshire’s 21 high-rise residential premises. Following the Grenfell Tower fire, the
Authority again emphasised the importance of sprinklers in these premises and is continuing to
work with housing providers to encourage the installation of sprinklers.
The “Sprinklers Save Lives” campaign was launched in April 2021. The initiative will not only
highlight the benefit that sprinkler systems bring to a business, but also encourage decision makers
to consider fitting sprinkler systems in all new builds, as well as retrofitting of the devices in older
premises. For more information on sprinklers please visit the dedicated section of our website:
https://www.cheshirefire.gov.uk/business-safety/sprinklers-the-facts
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Our progress
Response
Improve how we match our resources to risk and demand
In February 2021 the Authority moved the second fire engine at Ellesmere Port Fire Station to the
nearby station at Powey Lane. It also moved the fire engine from Powey Lane to Chester, resulting in
two fire engines being located at Chester Fire Station. This has provided the Authority with a balance
of resources across Cheshire West and Chester to more effectively respond to risks and demands.

Improving our response to road traffic collisions
The Authority’s IRMP committed to expanding our fleet of Rapid Response Rescue Units (RRRUs)
across each of Cheshire’s 13 on-call fire stations, building on existing RRRU capability at Sandbach
and Holmes Chapel. This capability will enhance our response to road traffic collisions and also allow
us to address other local risks. Staff have been engaged in the process to tailor RRRUs to meet these
specific risks, such as animal rescues or wildfires, and the Authority is now rolling out the fleet of
RRRUs.

Improving our response to wildfire
The effects of climate change means that the Authority needs
to adapt to more frequent occurrences of wildfire, particularly
in remote moorland areas of Cheshire. The Authority
has worked with staff to procure specialist
protective equipment and tools to improve
our capability to fight wildfires. We have
also procured a specialist all-terrain
vehicle, which will be housed at Poynton
Fire Station. This will enable firefighters
to tackle fires on difficult or inaccessible
terrain such as exposed moorland.
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Our
The progress
county of Cheshire
Investing in New Technology
A High Reach Fire Engine, also known as a High-Reach Extendable Turret (HRET) operates as a normal
fire engine but also houses a large extendable boom which can provide water from height. This has
Start
parapurchased
here
now been
and has been delivered to the Authority ready for crews to begin training and
familiarisation ahead of it becoming operational in early 2022.

Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
Cheshire
EastisCouncil,
Halton
Borough
Councila and
Warrington
Borough
Council.
The
The Authority
progressing
its plans
to introduce
water
carrier to provide
large
amounts
of water
county
is
served
by
Cheshire
Constabulary,
Cheshire
Fire
and
Rescue
Service
and
North
West
to aid firefighting operations. The vehicle is currently being manufactured prior to its introduction
Ambulance
Service.
into
service, where
it will be based at Ellesmere Port Fire Station.
•Research
Cheshire
West
and
Chester covers
large
geographic
demographically
diverse
has also
been
undertaken
into theause
of high
pressureand
lances,
which emit water
at high
area,
combining
leisure,
tourism
and
business.
The
Dee
and
Mersey
estuaries
lie and
pressure to pierce building materials – removing the need for firefighters to enter a building
the borough
and there
a rich architectural
heritage
with a high
number
ofwill
placewithin
themselves
at risk. Following
thisisevaluation,
quick release
high-pressure
lances
and drills
conservation
areas,
listed buildings
and to
monuments.
There
is a high
proportion ofprior
car to
be provided
on each
fire engine,
allowing crews
alter conditions
within
a fire compartment
entryuse
andfor
tocommuter
apply waterjourneys
into roof and
wallthe
cavities.
across
area. There are considerable mineral resources
and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
industry and construction industry.
•

Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
railway, silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Our progress
Training Centre
The Authority’s new Training Centre was completed in December 2020, with work progressing
despite the Pandemic. The new facility boasts state of the art training environments to provide our
firefighters and staff with the most realistic and immersive scenarios possible to reflect the risks
within Cheshire.
At £11.5m, this was the single biggest investment that the Authority has made to date, but it is
a crucial part of our ability to keep people safe. Thanks to the success of our prevention work in
the community, the number of fires has been steadily reducing year on year. While this makes our
communities safer, it does mean that our firefighters have less ‘hands-on’ experience to learn their
craft. This places greater emphasis on the use of realistic training to equip crews with the skills and
knowledge to do their jobs as effectively as possible.
The training centre provides this environment. It comprises multiple zones that reflect the real
risks within Cheshire, such as a petrochemical rig, a rural area, and transport networks, as well as
traditional housing and commercial scenarios. The centre also has a dedicated area for command
training, with operational commanders having access to world class facilities. The site also offers
training in other important aspects such as fire investigation, the identification of hazardous
materials and in trauma care. This allows our staff to experience the full range of scenarios they are
likely to come across within Cheshire.
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Our progress
Estates Modernisation
The Authority has an extensive programme of
modernisation underway for its estate covering
most of its fire stations and its housing stock.
Many of our fire stations are of dated building
stock and our modernisation programme has
brought our premises up to date to meet the
needs of a 21st century fire and rescue service,
improve our environmental efficiency and
provide better access arrangements into our
buildings.
Despite the pandemic, progress has continued
at several locations across Cheshire. The coming
year will see the completion of work at our fire
stations in Ellesmere Port, Knutsford, Malpas
and Congleton. We will also begin renovation of
our fire stations in Winsford, Frodsham, Poynton
and Macclesfield.
Over the coming year work will begin in earnest
on the construction of a new fire station in
Crewe. We will also begin to develop options
for modernising our fire station on Winwick
Road, Warrington.
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Our next steps
As we enter the second
half of our IRMP cycle,
we have a number of
plans that we will be
commencing over the next
two years.
Some of these plans
are contained in the
Authority’s 2020-2024
IRMP

Prevention
Reducing Fire Safety Risks in the Home
In 2017, the Authority began to offer Safe and Well visits to residents
in the community who were at risk from fire. Alongside fire safety
advice, firefighters and advocates provide householders with
signposting information on how to keep healthy and prevent key
risks related to fire, such as slips, trips and falls; smoking cessation
and reducing alcohol intake.
Our Safe and Well programme has primarily been focused on the
over-65s, as they were shown to be more at risk from fire, and we
have now nearly covered all of these households in Cheshire, making
them safer from fire. Over the past year we have refined our targeting
methodology and will now begin to use this to direct our Safe and
Well visits to lone parent and single adult households, which statistics
have shown are at a higher risk of fire occurring in the premises than
other demographic groups.

Making Our Roads Safer
Road traffic collisions are a key priority for the Authority. While the
number of road users decreased during the imposition of Covid
restrictions and lockdowns, the long term trend has seen a continual
increase in road users. There are sadly hundreds of people killed
or seriously injured on our roads each year. We will work with our
emergency service and local authority partners across Cheshire to
develop a plan to make a real difference in reducing the number of
people killed and seriously injured on our roads.

1
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DRIVING

2 3 4
DRINK /DRUG
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NOT WEARING
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using a mobile phone
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Our
steps
The next
county
of Cheshire
Promoting Water Safety
Cheshire is home to several rivers and waterways as well as lakes, pools and man-made
watercourses. Sadly, we see each year that people have died after entering the water and getting
Start
para here
into difficulty.
We will consider how we can evolve our prevention work to raise awareness of the
hazards presented by open water.

Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
Improving
Our
Fire Safety
Education
Programmes
county is served
by Cheshire
Constabulary,
Cheshire
Fire and Rescue Service and North West
Ambulanceand
Service.
Firefighters
fire staff undertake various
fire safety education programmes throughout
• Cheshire West and Chester covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
Cheshire. In addition, we utilise our innovative
area,
leisure,
tourism
and
safety
andcombining
life skills centre,
Safety
Central,
to business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
within
theofborough
and there
is a rich
architectural heritage with a high number of
deliver
a range
interventions
for school
children
areas,
listed
buildings
and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
and conservation
other groups. The
centre
adopts
an interactive,
use for
commuter
journeysabout
across
the
area. There are considerable mineral resources
hands-on
approach
to educating
fire
safety.

and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical

Given
the wideand
range
of interventions
we now
industry
construction
industry.
provide, we will review our programmes to ensure
•that Cheshire
East is ainlarge
borough
with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
they are delivered
a consistent,
engaging
silkway
andthat
saltiswhich
hastoresulted
in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
and railway,
informative
relevant
the
Thereage
aregroup
historic
market towns
and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
particular
or audience
in question.

heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Our
steps
The next
county
of Cheshire
Protection
Reducing False Alarms
Start para here

A significant number of calls which firefighters attend are false alarms. False alarms are an
inconvenience
for the premises
owners
and operators
but–also
mean West
that while
attendance,
crews
Cheshire
is administered
by four
unitary
authorities
Cheshire
and in
Chester
Council,
are not available
to respond
to genuine
emergencies.
Cheshire
East Council,
Halton
Borough
Council and Warrington Borough Council. The

county is served by Cheshire Constabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
In
some casesService.
there are frequent automatic false alarm calls from the same location, such as
Ambulance
commercial premises and complex sites e.g. hospitals. We class these as non-domestic premises. They
are
triggered
the Chester
fire alarmcovers
system.a large geographic and demographically diverse
• often
Cheshire
Westbyand

area, combining leisure, tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie

The Authority has worked closely with owners and operators of non-domestic premises to drive
within the borough and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
down the number of false alarms, as well as implementing policies to help filter out genuine
conservation areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
emergency calls from false alarms. Over the past five years this has helped to significantly reduce the
use for
commuter
journeys
acrosspremises
the area.which
Therewe
areattend.
considerable mineral resources
numbers
of false
alarms in
non-domestic

and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical

industry
construction
industry.
However,
falseand
alarms
in general still
account for almost 3,500 incidents we attend. This is nearly
40% of the total operational incidents we attend. Many of these are from domestic premises, which
• Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
include individual houses, blocks of flats and sheltered accommodation. Most commonly this is due
railway, silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
to cooking – and, yes, burnt toast – or a faulty alarm.

There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage
assets.
An above
Englandofaverage
number
of people
are employed
In the
coming and
year cultural
we will work
to reduce
the number
false alarms
we receive
from domestic
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
premises.
and outflows of commuters.
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county
of Cheshire
Start para here
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
county is served by Cheshire Constabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
Ambulance Service.
•

Cheshire West and Chester covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
area, combining leisure, tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
within the borough and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
conservation areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
use for commuter journeys across the area. There are considerable mineral resources
and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
industry and construction industry.

•

Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
railway, silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.

Learning From Grenfell Tower

The Grenfell Tower fire on 14 June 2017 was a tragic loss of 72 lives and a watershed moment for fire
and rescue services in the United Kingdom. Like other fire and rescue services, we are determined to
take all the necessary action so that an event such as this cannot be repeated.
Following the Grenfell Tower fire, officers inspected and audited all of the high-rise premises within
Cheshire to ensure the safety of residents and to for the presence of any cladding of a similar
construction to that which was present at Grenfell.
As the Inquiry into the fire has progressed, the Authority has kept abreast of developments and has
implemented any relevant recommendations that have emerged to date from the Phase One Report.
We have also responded to consultations on subsequent changes to the building regulations regime
and have incorporated any associated guidance that has been issued from Government or the
National Fire Chiefs Council.
As Phase Two of the Inquiry continues, the Authority will implement
the relevant outcomes as they emerge.
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Our
steps
The next
county
of Cheshire
Response
Response to Floods and
Start para here
Rescues From Water
Cheshire
administered
bymeans
four unitary
The impactisof
climate change
that theauthorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
Cheshire
East
Council,
Halton
Borough
Service responds to more frequent floodingCouncil and Warrington Borough Council. The
county
is In
served
by the
Cheshire
incidents.
addition
ServiceConstabulary,
is regularly Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
Ambulance
Service.
called
to rescue
people from water. In line

with the IRMP commitment we have reviewed
•our capability
Cheshireand
West
and Chester
covers
a large geographic and demographically diverse
response
to the full
range
area,
combining
leisure,
tourism
and
of water incidents, from small-scale domesticbusiness. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
within
borough
and
there
is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
floods
right the
through
to wide
area
flooding
and conservation
rescues from fast
flowing
water.
The and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
areas,
listed
buildings
review
will be reported
shortly
with
usefindings
for commuter
journeys
across
the area. There are considerable mineral resources
the aim
of
commencing
implementation
and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
in 2022.
The focus
is on ensuring industry.
that we
industry
and construction
have optimal capabilities located in the
•bestCheshire
is the
a large
borough
with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
position toEast
serve
public,
whilst also
ensuring
thatsilk
ourand
crews
have
appropriate
railway,
salt
which
has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
training
andare
equipment,
including
personal
There
historic market
towns
and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
protective
equipment.
heritage
and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed

in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Review our Special Appliances
The Authority has a range of specialist resources in addition to its traditional fire engines. These
include aerial appliances, rescue boats, a command unit, a major rescue unit, a high volume pump,
Start
pararescue
here unit and a technical rescue unit. These are county-wide resources that enhance
an animal
our firefighting capability and enable firefighters to undertake a wider range of incidents including
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
flooding, complex road traffic collisions and rescuing trapped people and animals.

Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
county
is served
Cheshire to
Constabulary,
Cheshire Fire
and Rescue
and North West
Within the
IRMP webycommitted
undertake a Service-wide
strategic
reviewService
of our special
Ambulance
appliances
toService.
inform future opportunities to improve frontline service delivery. Over the coming
year we will conclude this review and implement the outcomes. The Authority will also look to take
•the lead
Cheshire
West and
Chester
covers
a largetogeographic
demographically
on developing
bespoke
mobile
facilities
help reduce and
firefighters’
exposure to diverse
materials
area,
combining
leisure,
tourism
and
business.
The
Dee
and
Mersey
estuaries lie
such as gases and particulates generated by fires while they are dealing with incidents.

within the borough and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of

conservation
areas,
listed
buildings
andthe
monuments.
There
is a high
proportion
of car
While
thankfully rare,
major
incidents
are often
most complex
to manage
safely
and effectively.
Theyuse
are for
often
long running
and require
resources from
different
areas
commuter
journeys
acrossthe
theco-ordination
area. There of
aremany
considerable
mineral
resources
overand,
an elongated
period
of and
time.sand
In such
incidents,isaessential
firefighting
may be chemical
required at the
in particular,
salt
extraction
forpresence
the borough’s
scene
for
many
hours
continuously,
in
some
cases
even
days
and
weeks
at
a
time
and
sometimes
industry and construction industry.
involving neighbouring fire and rescue services. The Authority will invest in a dedicated unit to
•provide
Cheshire
East
is a large
borough
with
a strong industrial
heritage.
Industriesduring
include
support
at major
incidents,
as well
as providing
welfare facilities
for firefighters
railway,
silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
protracted
incidents.

There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Keeping Our Staff Safe
Ensuring the health and
safety of our firefighters is
Start
here
of the para
upmost
importance
to the Authority, which has
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
invested significant resources
Cheshire
East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
into ensuring our staff are
county
is
served
provided with
the by
bestCheshire
personalConstabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
Ambulance
Service. (PPE)
protective equipment
available.

Cheshire West and Chester covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
area, combining
The Deputy
Chief Fire leisure, tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
within
the
Officer
chairs
theborough
Service’s and there is a rich architectural heritage with a high number of
conservation
areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
Health,
Safety and Wellbeing
Committee;
has journeys across the area. There are considerable mineral resources
use for which
commuter
representation
from Firesalt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
and, in particular,
Authority
Members,
staff and trade
unions. Within this structure is a dedicated group tasked with
industry and construction
industry.
•

reviewing procedures and equipment to reduce the risk of contamination.

•

Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include

railway,
silk to
and
saltwith
which
in a distinctive
culturaland,
landscape.
We will
continue
work
staffhas
andresulted
representative
bodies to physical
refine ourand
procedures
where
necessary,
in newmarket
equipment
to minimise
the risk thatareas
firefighters
face from
There invest
are historic
towns
and conservation
alongside
rural contaminants
communities,that
theyheritage
encounterand
carrying
outassets.
their role.
cultural
An above England average number of people are employed

in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in

Risks
Emerging
Technology
andfrom
outflows
of commuters.

As the ban on internal combustion engines draws nearer, the number of battery powered electric
vehicles on our roads is expected to increase significantly. In the case of a fire, the fire behaves in
different ways than in a petrol or diesel vehicle thus presenting new risks to firefighters.
The growth of renewable technology is also leading to more premises using battery energy storage
systems. These systems allow for excess energy generated by things like solar panels and wind
turbines to be stored for use at a later date when the energy is required. Again, these can present
new risks from a fire safety perspective. Further into the future, the use of hydrogen technology is
expected to develop and therefore there will be a need to understand the risks presented to both
residents and firefighters as this technology becomes more widely used.
Therefore the Authority will undertake more work to understand the risks presented by emerging
technologies, particularly battery technology and electric vehicles, and develop associated
operational procedures. We will also develop our protection work regarding battery energy storage
systems.
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Wilmslow Fire Station
Our IRMP outlines the plan to change staffing arrangements at Wilmslow Fire Station. This involves
changing from the existing nucleus crewing system to a day crewing system. Under the current
Start
para
herethe station is staffed by firefighters during daytime hours (07:00-19:00). Outside
nucleus
system,
of these hours emergency response is provided by on-call firefighters who live or work within five
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
minutes of the station.

Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
county
is served
by Cheshire
Constabulary,
Cheshire
Fire and daytime
Rescue hours
Service
and Northbut
West
A day crewing
system
sees the Fire
Station staffed
during weekday
(09:00-19:00)
Ambulance
Service.
with
firefighters
paid a supplement to provide guaranteed on-call cover outside of these hours.
This system is in place elsewhere in Cheshire and is extremely efficient and effective. For Wilmslow,
•the Authority
Cheshirebelieves
West and
covers amodel
large geographic
diverse
thisChester
is an appropriate
to meet localand
risksdemographically
and demands. It also
ensures
area,
combining
leisure,
tourism
and
business.
The
Dee
and
Mersey
estuaries
lie
24/7 availability of the fire engine at Wilmslow in a sustainable way without needing to bring
within the
borough
andelsewhere
there is ainrich
architectural
heritage
withthe
a high
number
of
in supporting
resources
from
Cheshire,
which happens
under
current
crewing
conservation areas, listed buildings and monuments. There is a high proportion of car
system.

use for commuter journeys across the area. There are considerable mineral resources

The Authority
has been pursuing
options
to redevelop
Wilmslow
with its
emergency
and, in particular,
salt and sand
extraction
is essential
forFire
theStation
borough’s
chemical
service
partners
to
create
a
multi-agency
hub.
This
was
intended
to
release
land
to
build
the
industry and construction industry.
housing required for firefighters working the day crewing system. However, agreement could not
•be reached
Cheshire
is a large
boroughthe
with
a strong
industrial
heritage.
Industries
include
on aEast
solution
that provided
necessary
benefits
for all
parties involved.
Therefore
railway, silk
which
has resulted
in a distinctive
andfire
cultural
the Authority
willand
nowsalt
explore
options
to buy suitable
propertiesphysical
near to the
station.landscape.
It is
anticipated
thathistoric
the costmarket
of repaying
theand
borrowing
to buy nine
houses
couldrural
be covered
by the
There are
towns
conservation
areas
alongside
communities,
revenue
savings
from
changing
the An
crewing
system.
heritage
and
cultural
assets.
above
England average number of people are employed

in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in

As the
houses
will not
be directly
and
outflows
of commuters.
adjacent to the fire station there will
be an impact upon response times
during the day at weekends. There
will be minimal difference during the
week. Overall, the average attendance
time of 6min 59sec would increase by
around 47 seconds to 7min 46 sec.
However, this time would still be
well within the Authority’s response
standard of attending life risk
incidents within 10 minutes on at
least 80% of occasions. Furthermore,
it would mean that Wilmslow would
be provided with guaranteed on-call
cover overnight without the need to
bring in supporting resources.
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Emergency Cardiac Response
In the case of a cardiac arrest, time is of the
essence. The quicker that medical intervention
Start
here for example using a
can bepara
provided,
defibrillator, the better the chance of survival
Cheshire is administered by four unitary authorities – Cheshire West and Chester Council,
for a casualty.

Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
county
is served
by Cheshire
Constabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
This is why
the Authority
has supported
Ambulance
Service.
providing
public
use defibrillators at all its
locations and in having the devices on its fire
•engines.
Cheshire
West
and Chester
covers a large geographic and demographically diverse
The more
widely
they are available,
area,
combining
leisure,
tourism
and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie
the more chance they can be used to save
thethe
borough
andambition
there isofa rich architectural heritage with a high number of
life. Itwithin
has been
long held
conservation
areas,
listed buildings
the Authority
to have
firefighters
in Cheshireand monuments. There is a high proportion of car
respond
to incidents
of cardiac
arrest.
Thisthe area. There are considerable mineral resources
use for
commuter
journeys
across
is because
our
staff
are
trained
to
provide
and, in particular, salt and sand extraction is essential for the borough’s chemical
casualty
care and
many areas, particularly
industry
andinconstruction
industry.
rural parts of Cheshire, firefighters can be on
•scene
Cheshire
is a large
borough
with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
providingEast
assistance
before
paramedics
railway, silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
arrive.

There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,

Attending
cardiac
has formed
heritage
andincidents
cultural assets.
An above England average number of people are employed
part in
of agriculture
broader discussions
at
national
and the borough level
benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
between
employers
representative bodies
and outflows ofand
commuters.
about the future role and remuneration of
firefighters. However these negotiations have
now been ongoing for over five years, with no
effective agreement or resolution in sight.
The Authority is determined to press ahead.
We believe that having firefighters provide
emergency cardiac response can deliver the
crucial early intervention that can save lives.
In the coming year we will therefore look
to engage partners, such as the North West
Ambulance Service, our staff and trade unions
in relation to the introduction of cardiac
response at a local level within Cheshire.
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Fire Cover Review
As part of the Authority’s Community Risk Management (CRM) process, officers undertake periodic
reviews
of the
provision of fire cover across Cheshire. These comprehensive reviews consider the
Start para
here
resources available to the Authority and how these are spread to ensure we can provide the most
effective
efficient fire cover
to meet
the risks
and demands
we face.
Cheshireand
is administered
by four
unitary
authorities
– Cheshire
West and Chester Council,

Cheshire East Council, Halton Borough Council and Warrington Borough Council. The
These reviews incorporate a wide range of data and information, including activity levels,
county is served by Cheshire Constabulary, Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service and North West
performance data and computer modelling. This data is then used to determine the optimum way
Ambulance
Service.
to staff our fire engines and place our specialist resources to address the risks of each local area and
Cheshire
as a whole.
• Cheshire
West and Chester covers a large geographic and demographically diverse

area, combining leisure, tourism and business. The Dee and Mersey estuaries lie

In the coming year, we will commence a review of our fire cover to ensure that we are providing our
within response
the borough
and there
is a rich
architectural
heritage with
a high
number
of
emergency
functions
as efficiently
and
effectively throughout
Cheshire
with
the resources
conservation
areas,
listed
buildings
and
monuments.
There
is
a
high
proportion
of
car
we have available.

use for commuter journeys across the area. There are considerable mineral resources
and, in particular,
salt and
sandinto
extraction
is essential
for the borough’s
The outcomes
of this review
will feed
the development
of proposals
within thechemical
Authority’s
nextindustry
Integrated
Riskconstruction
Managementindustry.
Plan (IRMP) which will cover the period beyond 2024. This will be
and

subject to public consultation during Autumn of 2023, as part of the development of the next IRMP.

•

Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
railway, silk and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
and outflows of commuters.
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Looking
afterof
our
people
The county
Cheshire

Step
U

In
ep

Engaging with, supporting
and developing our
people has been a
fundamental
aspect
of
Start para
here
Engagement Recruitment
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• Cheshire West and Chester covers aProfessional
large geographic and demographically diverse
through the employee
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area, combining leisure, tourism andDevelopment
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considerable mineral resources
and,
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of
a
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• Cheshire East is a large borough with a strong industrial heritage. Industries include
People Strategy
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railway,
silk year
and salt which has resulted in a distinctive physical and cultural landscape.
ahead.
There are historic market towns and conservation areas alongside rural communities,
S

heritage and cultural assets. An above England average number of people are employed
in agriculture and the borough benefits from strong rail and road links with significant in
Engaging with staff is a central element to our workplace culture.
and outflows of commuters.
Senior leaders conduct regular visits with teams and staff are
Be Inclusive
By acting fairly, with
integrity, respect and
without prejudice.

Do the Right Thing
By holding each other to
account for ensuring high
standards of professionalism
in everything we do.
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Our Core
Values

Act with
Compassion
By being understanding
and offering help to
each other and to our
communities with warmth,
patience and kindness.

Make a Difference
By making an impact in our
organisation and in our
communities in whatever
ways we can, for as many
people as we can.

encouraged to feedback their ideas and thoughts through a range of
platforms such as conferences, surveys, a suggestion scheme and a
Staff Engagement Forum. This emphasis has led to improvements in
staff feeling engaged and valued, which we measure through regular
staff engagement surveys. In the coming year we will develop an
action plan to address the findings of our latest survey.

The Authority has prioritised the development of a culture of openness
around mental health and wellbeing. This has seen the introduction
of a dedicated mental health and wellbeing advisor; the creation of
a steering group to direct our efforts; and the launch of a specific
strategy to embed a culture of openness and support regarding
mental health. We will continue to develop this field of work, with the
aim of becoming a beacon of excellence with regards to mental health
support and provision.
We are immensely proud of our work to promote inclusion within
the fire and rescue service and have a strong track record of success,
ranking as the highest performing emergency service in the Stonewall
Workplace Equality Index for several years. Our new Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion (EDI) Strategy aims to build on this success and broaden
our EDI work to ensure we can attract and retain the best staff from a
diverse range of backgrounds which reflect our community.
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Our Efficiency and Effectiveness
Over the course of several
years, the Authority
has implemented a
range of changes to its
operations and functions
to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of the
services it provides and to
make our workforce more
productive.

This has included the introduction of new shift patterns and
crewing arrangements to improve productivity; riding with four
firefighters per engine as standard; investing in new fire stations and
technologies; the development of Safe and Well visits; collaborating
with our partner agencies (both police and other fire and rescue
services) and adopting a priority based budgeting process so that
our resources are aligned to our key priorities.
Over the coming year we will commission a programme of service
improvement reviews to continue our drive to improve our efficiency
and effectiveness.
As well as our people, efficiency and effectiveness are the key
pillars by which we are assessed by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of
Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS). Earlier this
year, the Authority received its second inspection from HMICFRS. This
examined how we had built on the findings of our first inspection in
2018.
Our final report from this latest inspection is due to be published
in December 2021, which will provide the findings and
recommendations for the Service to consider. In the year ahead we
will develop action plans to address these outcomes.
Finally, the Government has announced that it will publish a White
Paper which will outline its plans for future reforms of fire and rescue
services across England. The Paper is expected to outline changes
to our governance and other aspects of how the Authority operates.
The Authority will consider the potential implications of the Paper
once it has been published.
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Our finances
Cheshire Fire Authority
is funded through two
main sources of income:
funding from central
government and through
its share of council tax,
called its precept. Council
tax makes up around 67
per cent of the Authority’s
funding with government
grants and distribution of
business rates comprising
the other 33 per cent.

The Authority agreed a revenue budget of £46.2m and capital
spending of £8.2m for 2021/22. In terms of how we expect to
spend the revenue budget, this is shown in the graphic below.
Further details can be found on the Authority’s Statement of
Accounts, available on our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
As part of its budget management, the Authority produces
a Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP), covering a five year
period. The MTFP is updated regularly to reflect emerging, local,
regional and national issues and makes informed assumptions
about issues such as future pay, inflation, government funding
and council tax levels. Current assumptions include an annual
increase in its precept of 1.99 per cent, an annual pay increase
of 1.5 per cent for staff and 2 per cent for non-pay inflation. The
latest MTFP can be viewed on our website.
Over the past year the Authority has undertaken a
comprehensive exercise to more effectively and efficiently
align resources to deliver against its key aims and objectives, a
process known as priority based budgeting. It will continue with
this approach over coming years to ensure funding is allocated
towards priority areas and make our community safer.
As with other public sector organisations, the Authority is
impacted by spending decisions taken by Government. The
Government outlines its key spending priorities through its
annual Budget announcement and, longer-term, through
Comprehensive Spending Reviews (CSR).

Our funding
42.7m

43.4m

44.8m

£46.2m

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2021/22

There is a considerable amount of uncertainty regarding the
future outlook for public spending, as a result of the external
political environment and the impact of coronavirus. More
clarity may emerge from the next CSR, the outcomes of which
may require the Authority to revise its plans as necessary to
ensure it fulfils its legal duty to deliver a balanced budget.

What we spend it on
2021/22 budgeted spend:
People

Premises

Transport

Supplies &
Services

Capital
Financing

Grant & other
income

£32.3m

£2.9m

£1.3m

£9.2m

£2.6m

(£2.1m)

£
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In Summary
Projects completed
• Move the second fire engine at Ellesmere Port Fire Station to Powey Lane, moving the

current fire engine at Powey Lane back to Chester.
• Review our firefighting water provision and our response to water incidents.
• Review our Risk Based Inspection Programme and implement outcomes.
• Expand our ‘Sprinklers Save Lives’ campaign, promoting the use of sprinklers in business
premises and high rise residential properties.
• Change our approach to how we manage heritage risks.

Projects in progress
•
•
•
•
•

Replace the aerial appliance and a fire engine at Macclesfield with a High-Reach Fire Engine.
Provide Rapid Response Rescue Units on all of our primary on-call fire stations.
Develop our wildfire capability.
Review the need for new equipment to improve the effectiveness of our response.
Launch a Cheshire-wide campaign aimed at owners and occupiers of Houses in Multiple
Occupation.
• Extend Safe and Well home visits to focus interventions for a broader range of vulnerable
people.
• Review our specialist resources and implement outcomes.
• Work with partners to develop a strategic road safety plan.

Revisions to existing projects
• Introduction of the day crewing duty system at Wilmslow Fire Station. This is proposed to
be achieved using a different approach to that within the IRMP, through purchasing nearby
housing rather than constructing on the adjacent site (see p.20).
• Work to develop an emergency cardiac response capability. Due to the absence of a
resolution to national discussions, the Authority will now focus on a locally developed
capability within Cheshire (see p.21).

New projects
• Develop further prevention work to raise awareness of water safety.
• Review its range of fire safety education programmes to ensure content is consistent,
engaging and relevant to the intended audience.
• Work to reduce the number of false alarms within domestic premises.

In addition
The Authority has already set out its intention to undertake a comprehensive review of
existing plans and procedures to adapt to changes as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, to
ensure the safety of staff and the wider community. It will also commence a review of fire
cover across Cheshire to ensure its resources are best aligned to meet risks and demands.
Both of these programmes will feed into the development of the Authority’s new IRMP.
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Engaging with you
Please let us know your views on your Service, and our plans for the years ahead.
To support the production of our Annual Plan we will be holding a consultation between
4 October 2021 and 7 January 2022. The feedback from the consultation will then be
considered by Members of Cheshire Fire Authority at its meeting on 9 February 2022.
The consultation will be a mix of online and in person methods, providing opportunities
for you to have your say. Primarily this will be done through the use of a dedicated survey,
which we will issue online and in hard copy.
We are keen to hear your views on our proposals up to 2024. We are also seeking your
views more generally about your fire and rescue service. We will use this to help inform our
planning for the next full IRMP for the period beyond 2024.
You can find further details on our consultation on our website www.cheshirefire.gov.uk.
This includes further information on our proposals, our consultation activity, ways to get in
touch and a link to our online survey.

Have your say
Via our online survey: www.cheshirefire.gov.uk
Or get in touch online:
Email: consultation@cheshirefire.gov.uk
Facebook: @CheshireFRS
Twitter: @CheshireFire
Or in writing to:
Freepost Cheshire Fire Consultation
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For more information visit

www.fatal5.co.uk

Keep
me!

I am worth saving !!!

Mental Health and
Wellbeing Support

Stick me to your
fridge or pinboard!

Poynton

Where do I start?
Your local G.P. practice

It may sound obvious but people don't always think of it!

Use AskMyGP online or Tel 01625 872 299

Cheshire NHS 24/7 mental health helpline
Open 24 hours a day, everyday
For all ages – including children & young people.
Tel - 0800 145 6485

Talking Therapies (NHS)
Online, face to face, by telephone, video calls and
group sessions. You can refer yourself if you prefer.
Tel - 01625 469950 (Mon– Fri 9am – 5pm)
Website - https://www.mytalkingtherapies.com

Social activity and social contact
are essential for wellbeing
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wellbeing.
Website
www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/livewell
Social Prescriber
Middlewood Partnership has a Social Prescriber who can
link people to sources of support within the community.
Ask your GP for a referral to this free service

Remember!
Call 999 or go to A&E
if there is an immediate,
life-threatening
emergency requiring
mental or physical
health assistance.

Samaritans
If you need someone
to talk to now, call
The Samaritans.

FREE to call from
landlines or mobile,
24 hours a day, 365
days a year

Tel- 116 123
Emailjo@samaritans.org

Website www.samaritans.org

Poynton Area Community Partnership –
'Guide to Local Interest & Hobby Groups'

Information about social groups in Poynton & surrounding areas.
Search online for 'Poynton Town Council' ' interest and hobby groups'
Note - It was produced prior to the pandemic, so details may have changed.

Cheshire East Council's 'Live Well' website has
information about over 3,000 health, well-being
and support services in Cheshire East.

www.cheshireeast.gov.uk/livewell

Scan here
to save
with
weblinks

For Men
Mentell

Is it time to talk?

YOU AND YOURS
COUNSELLING

Affordable
Tel - 01625 874 225
counselling
www.you-and-yours.org.uk
in Poynton

Free circles (currently online) for men
aged 18+ to talk in a safe and
confidential space, free from advice
and judgement.
Choose a convenient date and time to
book in for a 10-minute telephone
introduction.
Website - https://www.mentell.org.uk

Older People
The Silver Line

Free confidential helpline providing
information support to older people.
24 hours a day, every day of the year.
Tel - 0800 470 80 90
Website - www.thesilverline.org.uk

Age UK Cheshire East
Services, information, activities, and
befriending for older People
(aged over 55)
Tel - 01625 612958 (Mon-Fri 9am - 4pm)
Website www.ageuk.org.uk/cheshireeast

Changing Lives Together

Provide a 'buddy' to visit, call or online
chat once or twice a week.
Tel - 01606 827120 and leave a message.
Website www.changing-lives-together.org.uk

Domestic Abuse
Cheshire East Domestic
Abuse Hub
24 hour point of contact for anyone
experiencing domestic abuse or
concerned for someone else.
Tel - 0300 123 5101
Text - 07777 941 464
Website - Search for 'CEDAH'
Remember - abuse can be emotional,
sexual or financial, as well as physical.

Younger People
and Families
Cheshire East Family
Information Service

Free confidential and impartial
information and advice for families with
children and young people aged 0-25.
Email - fis.east@cheshireeast.gov.uk
Tel - 0300 123 5033

Just Drop-in
Free services for children & young people.
Website - www.justdropin.co.uk
Tel - 01625 665079
Text - 07718 425405
Email - hello@justdropin.co.uk

Visyon

Visyon is a charity that supports
the emotional health of children,
young people and their families.
Tel - 01260 290000
Text only - 07508 074748

PANDAS (Post Natal
Depression Awareness
and Support)
FREE Helpline 11am-10pm every day.
Call if you’re struggling with low mood,
anxiety or are concerned about someone
else. Tel - 0808 1961 776
https://pandasfoundation.org.uk/

Debt, Housing,
Legal advice etc.
Citizens Advice
Information and advice service for North
Cheshire via telephone
Tel 01625 708608 (9am - 5pm Mon-Fri)
(leave a message, they will ring you back)
Website - www.citizensadvicecn.org.uk

This leaflet provides information about available services,
it does not recommend or endorse these services.
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From: MORGAN, Ruth <Ruth.Morgan@ansa.co.uk>
Sent: 28 October 2021 13:01
To: Julie Mason, Town Clerk <clerk@bollington-tc.gov.uk>
Subject: [OFFICIAL] Parks Strategy review

We are seeking views as we look to update our municipal parks strategy.
As you will all be aware, parks and green spaces have become even more integral to
our daily lives as a vital means of improving our mental and physical health and
wellbeing.
As we approach two years of living with the pandemic and face the challenge of the
climate emergency, the council feels that now is the right time to review its approach
in the future.
We have acknowledged that our current strategy has some aspects that would
benefit from a review, especially in light of the pandemic. With that in mind, we are
now asking people to complete a short survey to provide their opinions on how this
could happen.
The survey can be accessed by
visiting: https://surveys.cheshireeast.gov.uk/s/CEParksGreenSpaces/
All feedback needs to be provided by Sunday 28 November.
Ruth Morgan
Parks Strategy and Development

